In this work we deal with the class of nonlinear (p, q)-Laplacian system of the form
Introduction:
In this paper we first consider a non-existence result of positive weak solutions for the following nonlinear system
in Ω,
where ∆ p with p > 1 denotes the weighted p-Laplacian defined by ∆ p u ≡ div[|∇u| p−2 ∇u], a i (x), b i (x) and c i (x), i = 1, 2 are weight functions, α and β are positive constants and Ω ⊂ R N is a bounded domain with smooth boundary ∂Ω.
We first show that if λ < max(λ p , λ q ), where λ p , λ q is the first eigenvalue of −∆ p , −∆ q respectively, then system (1.1) has no positive weak solutions.
Next we consider the nonlinear system
where µ, ν are positive parameters, ρ 1 (x), ρ 2 (x) are weight functions and Ω ⊂ R N is a bounded domain with smooth boundary ∂Ω. Let f, g : [0, ∞) → R are continuous functions. Also, assume that there exist positive
We discuss a non-existence result for system (1.2) when µν is small.
Problems of the form (1.1) and (1.2) arise from many branches of pure mathematics as in the theory of quasiregular and quasiconformal mappings (see [13] ) as well as from various problems in mathematical physics notably the flow of non-Newtonian fluids. The p-Laplacian also appears in the study of torsional creep (elastic for p = 2, plastic as p → ∞, (see [5] ), glacial sliding (p ∈ (1; This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we introduce some technical results and notations, which are established in [4] . In section 3, we prove the non-existence of positive weak solutions for system (1.1) and (1.2).
Technical Results
Let us introduce the Sobolev space W 1,p (Ω), 1 < p < ∞, defined as the completion of C ∞ (Ω) with respect to the norm (see [4] )
Since we are dealing with the Dirichlet problem, we define the space W 
We will say λ ∈ R is an eigenvalue of (2. 
Non-existence Results
In this section we state our main results. Throught this section, we assume q be such that (Ω) of (1.1). Multiplying the first equation of ( 1.1) by u, we have
But, from the characterization of the first eigenvalue, we have
Combining (1) and (3.2), we have
Similarly, from the second equation of (1.1), we obtain
Adding (3.3) and (3.4), we get
Applying the Young inequality on the right hand side of the above equation, we have
Now, we discuss the following two cases:
Hence,
which is a contradiction if λ ≤ max(λ p , λ q ) = λ * . The proof complete.
Now we consider the main result for system (2. Proof. Suppose u > 0 and v > 0 be such that (u, v) is a solution of (2.2). We prove our theorem by arriving at a contradiction. Multiplying the first equation in (2.2) by a positive eigenfunction say φ p corresponding to λ p , we obtain
and hence using (2.1) and (1.3), we have
Similarly using the second equation in (2.2) and (1.4) we obtain
From (3.7), we have
Combining (3.6) and (3.8) we obtain
Hence system (1.2) has no positive weak solution if µν ≤ λpλq K1K2 .
Remark 4 If f, g be such that Proof. The proof proceeds in the same way as for Theorem 6. Remark 7 When p = q and ρ 1 (x) = ρ 2 (x) = 1, we have some results for (1.2) in [1] .
